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September 14, 2013

Councilmember Gilbert Cedillo
c/o City Clerk
City of Los Angeles
200 N. Spring Street, Room 395
Los Angeles, CA 90012

RE: Support for LA HCM Designation of Shoppers Market (133 W. Avenue 45, Los Angeles, CA 90065) CASE FILE NO's: CHC-
2013-1 563-HCM and ENV-2013-1564-CE

Dear Councilmember Cedillo,

The property is one of the few surviving intact examples of Googie Style architecture super markets remaining
in Southern California and, as such, is an important element of the historical fabric and identity of our
neighborhood.

I am writing to support the Historic-Cultural Monument designation of the historic Shoppers Market property,
currently operated as Superior Grocers, in the Highland Park community of Los Angeles.

The Googie style originated in Los Angeles and has become an important component of LA's cultural heritage
and architectural identity nationally and internationally. Preserving one of the last remaining Googie style
supermarkets in Southern California is important not only for the Highland Park Community, but for all of Los
Angeles.

As community member, I would like to see the orginal exterior architecture of this googie-style market
preserved and protected. I do support Superior's wishes to complete an interior remodel as long as it does not
affect the exterior appearance of the structure.

Highland Park might be better known for its Craftsman architecture, but we should also take pride in the few
significant modem, post-war architectural styles built inNortheast Los Angeles and work collectively to
preserve and protect the Googie-style and Modern legacy of Los Angeles as well. Over the years, we have lost
too many of these modern structures, and your support for preservation of this beautiful building will be much
appreciated.

Please encourage the Planning and Land Use Management Committee to include the Shopper Market / Superior
Grocers building in the list of Historic-Cultural Monuments.

Thank you for taking the time to read this letter of support of the LA HCM Designation of Shoppers Market /
Superior Grocers.

Sincerely,

'?~'N\~
Paul M. Evleth


